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You will need: white card stock, Coffee Café card stock and patterned paper {DSP}, vellum card stock, cutting tool of choice, scoring 
board/tool, bone folder, adhesive, tape, inks, stamped images/die cuts, embellishments {optional}. ∗Please note: 

 #1} Cut a piece of white card stock to 4 1/4" x 11". Score at 5 1/2", fold and crease with a bone folder. This is the card base. 

#2} Cut a piece of Early Espresso card stock and a piece of DSP each to 2 11/16" x 4 1/8". 

#3} You can either stamp the coffee beans directly to the Early Espresso card stock or stamp them on a scrap and die cut them out, 
which is what I did. This gives the card a little more dimension and texture. Before adhering them down I placed them where I wanted 

them to be sure they were spaced okay. 

 4} Adhere the card stock and DSP together as shown with a piece of tape on the back. Tie a length of ribbon around the middle to cover 

the join and tie in a knot or bow on the left side. Attach to the card base. 

#5} Stamp the "whipped cream" with a very light tan color. I used Crumb Cake ink, stamped off once on scrap paper then stamped the 
image again on white card stock before cutting out. Cut out remaining coffee cup/cup sleeve/lid pieces. The lid was cut from vellum. 

This gives the look of a clear plastic lid. 

#6} Cut out the straw and stamp with the stripes. I used Pool Party ink for this. 

#7} The "life happens, coffee helps" greeting was stamped and heat embossed before cutting out with a stitched circle and layering on a 
Pool Party circle. The card is now ready to assemble as shown. A couple of enamel shapes were attached to the greeting and some coffee 

beans on the right hand side. 

 

 ∗Stampin' Up! supplies used: 

 Coffee Cafe Stamp Set {item #143677 ~ page 31} 

 Coffee Cups Framelits Dies {item #143745 ~ page 213} 

 Coffee Cafe Bundle {saves 10%} {item #145331 ~ page 31} 

 Coffee Cafe DSP {item #144155 ~ page 31} 

 Coffee Cafe Cardstock Pack {item #144156 ~ page 31} 
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